Quality control in next generation sequencing has become increasingly important as the technique becomes widely 12 used. Tools have been developed for filtering possible contaminants in the sequencing data of species with known 13 reference genome. Unfortunately, reference genomes for all the species involved, including the contaminants, are 14 required for these tools to work. This precludes many real-life samples that have no information about the complete 15 genome of the target species, and are contaminated with unknown microbial species.
INTRODUCTION

35
As next generation sequencing (NGS) techniques, such as those based on the Illumina platform[1], become more 36 widely used, the need for accuracy has likewise become increasingly urgent. At present, many sequencing projects 37 are still performed on potentially contaminated samples, which bring into question their accuracies.
39
In most research scenarios, a target species is considered as the organism under study, while other species are seen 40 as contaminants. These contaminants often include the microbial species found in the environment of the molecular 
52
and QC-Chain. We have also published a method to differentiate the reads from target species and 53 contaminations [12] , based on contig clustering [13] . However, the false positive rate of read assignment remained 54 3 high, and potentially valuable information were not considered. For instance, knowledge of the abundance 55 correlation of a certain target species among multiple samples (with similar contaminations) were not utilized [12] .
57
In this study, we propose QC-Blind, a pipeline for bacteria NGS data quality control and contamination screening 58 with high specificity and accuracy. The pipeline not only reduces the false positive rate for read assignment, but also 59 requires only a few marker genes for differentiating reads from target bacteria species and bacteria contaminations.
60
QC-Blind could remove contaminations that were introduced during sample handling, and recover genomes from 61 mixed cultures / environmental samples. Extensive downstream performance evaluations based on in silico, ab initio 62 and in vivo datasets, showed the method to be effective. As most microbial contaminations could be removed and 63 almost complete genomic information of target bacteria species could be preserved after processing, this pipeline 64 has shown near optimal solution for quality control and contamination screening of bacteria DNA sequencing data.
66
MATERIALS AND METHODS
67
The general process flow of QC-Blind is as follows. First, reads are assembled into contigs. The contigs are 68 clustered into species-level groups by species abundance and sequence features. Then, the marker genes of the target 69 species (generated through MetaPhlAn2 [14] and manual curation) are utilized to identify the contig clusters for the 70 target species. Here, the main issues to sort out are with regard to the assembly and clustering accuracies, as well as 71 the specificity of the contig clusters for target species. To perform this fine-tuning, we put the method to very 72 thorough test on simulated, ab initio and in vivo datasets. The simulated and sequencing data are deposited to NCBI
73
SRA with project access number PRJNA491366. 
80
Dataset E was ab initio dataset, and Dataset F was in vivo dataset. Naming style: for simulated datasets, the target 81 species and the relative proportion of reads from target species were provided. For example, "Simu_BS_5%" means 82 4 that Bacillus subtilis was target species, and reads from this target species compose of 5% of all reads in this sample.
83
For ab initio datasets, the sample names were defined similarly. The reference genomes of all species were 84 downloaded from NCBI Microbial Genomes website. 
86
Metagenomic data simulation
87
For in silico simulated datasets, reads of target and contamination species were generated by NeSSM [15] . In this 88 study, we assume only one target bacteria species in each sample. The target bacteria species used in this study Table 1 ). Their reads were mixed with reads generated from the genome of 5 or 10 representative species 91 in human oral microbial community (referred to as HOB(5/10)), which were used as possible human 92 contaminations [16] . Gradient proportions of reads from target species were set to 5%, 35%, 65%, 95%. We also
93
combined Saccharomyces cerevisiae with Bacillus subtilis and 10 oral bacteria to simulate a special condition with 94 eukaryotic contamination (dataset D, Table 1 ). In each dataset, over 10 million pair-end reads with 100X coverage
95
were generated at the length of 120 bp every 200 bp bin. All other parameters were set as default [15] .
97
Ab initio dataset preparation
98
For ab initio datasets, we mixed the real sequencing data of Bacillus subtilis with real metagenomic sequences from 99 human saliva samples (dataset E, are detailed in sub-section "In vivo sample preparation, DNA extraction and sequencing".
108
In vivo sample preparation, DNA extraction and sequencing
109
The in vivo datasets used in this study were metagenomic (not 16s rRNA) datasets from real community samples as 
147
Identification of target and contamination species
148
The taxonomical profiles were generated by the Parallel-Meta pipeline (version 2.0) [15] . 16s rRNA sequences were 149 extracted from raw sequencing data through an HMM. These sequences were searched against the Greengene 150 database to identify their species.
152
The total number of species identified was used as input at a contig binning step, which aims to provide better succinct de Bruijn graph. It is worth mentioning that by using these two assemblers, the abundance information has 165 been intrinsically taken into consideration.
167
For simulated metagenomic datasets, assembly was performed on two assemblers to compare their performance.
168
Basic assembly statistics were extracted and compared. As MEGAHIT has been shown to be superior to Velvet 169 through the analysis of simulated data, only MEGAHIT was used to process ab initio and in vivo dataset. genes depends on the knowledge we have. The more unique the genes, the more specific the identification would be. 
Evaluation methods
206
Our assessment of QC-Blind is based on the purity of the clusters, target distribution, sensitivity, specificity, data 207 loss and coverage (Figure 2(B) ). (8)
234
Coverage evaluation
235
We performed functional evaluations to examine how much of the target bacteria species sequencing data has been 236 kept after the quality control process, and whether they retain the functional genomics of the target species. The (10)
246
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
247
Simulated metagenomic datasets, each consisting of 4 samples with different multi-species complexity, were 248 selected to benchmark the performance of QC-Blind for target species identification (Figure 1) . Table 2 ).
266
Purity of cluster evaluation indicated that most of these contigs generated by QC-Blind were dominated by single 267 species. At the read level, 59.6% (28 of 47) of the clusters reached 90% purity on average, and 72.3% clusters 268 reached 80% purity (34 of 47) (Figure 3(A) ). At contig level, more than 50% of the clusters reached 90% purity.
269
For target concentration, each dataset had a single main cluster that contained over 94% target contigs. Noticeably,
270
the dominant clusters in three simulated datasets were of 100% purity, except that purity of Simu_BS_95.0%
271 dominant cluster 8 was 95% (Figure 3(B) ).
273
Taken together, this contig binning method could resolve single highly concentrated and pure target cluster from 274 multiple species. Considering possible artifacts produced during read mapping on the simulated datasets, we 275 anticipated that the method would actually perform better for real datasets.
277
Evaluation of sensitivity and specificity for target species read assignment
12
In general, the sensitivity and specificity values for target species read assignment of MEGAHIT-processed data
279
were both high (Figure 3(C) ). Sensitivity values were on average 92.7% in four samples, while specificity values of 280 those were even higher for both target contigs and reads: 100% assignment specificity in Simu_BS_5%,
281
Simu_BS_35% and Simu_BS_65%, showing that the target information in target cluster can be extracted with very 282 few contaminations remaining. However, the sensitivity and specificity evaluation of Velvet-processed data were 283 extremely low at the dataset with 5% target reads (34.3%, compared to 93.5% in MEGAHIT), which raised question 284 on the ability of Velvet to deal with severely contaminated data. Velvet's sensitivity at the contig level was also not 285 optimistic.
287
Taken together, the evaluation of sensitivity and specificity for target species read assignments showed the 288 superiority of using MEGAHIT in QC-Blind method. Thus, in the following analyses, we adopted MEGAHIT in the 289 QC-Blind method as default.
291
Data loss in screening process
292
The information loss that we generally experience as the target information progress from raw reads, to read 293 assembly, contig binning, and then marker gene mapping, decreases as the proportion of target species increases 294 (Figure 4(A) ). The greatest data loss on read level occurred in marker gene mapping. the proportion of reads loss 295 were up to 5.31%, 5.91%, 5.32%, 4.87% for each simulated dataset with target fraction from 5% to 95%. Samples 296 without a dominant species (e.g. Simu_BS_5%, Simu_BS_35%) encountered difficulty on assigning all reads 297 correctly, as there may not be enough unique reads from them to reconstruct a complete genome for species 298 identification[10]. Some short contigs were also filtered out during contig binning with proportion of 6.47%, 9.66%, 299 10.07%, 9.05% respectively (Figure 4(B) ). Data loss at read level is almost negligible (less than 2%) in reads 300 assembly and contig binning (Figure 4(C) ), implying that the QC-Blind method has the capacity to preserve genetic 301 information hidden in unique reads during marker gene mapping.
302
By contrast, analysis results on the data loss issue by Velvet was unsatisfactory, indicating its inability to deal with 303 highly contaminated data. At contig level, over 35% contigs were lost after contig binning and mapping of 
5(C)).
318
The above assessments of QC-Blind based on simulated data have not only demonstrated the possibility but also the 319 high fidelity of the reference-free QC. This performance can be attributed to the fact that the vast majority of target 320 contigs were binned into a single cluster, which makes it more convenient for the identifications of marker genes.
321
Certainly, the selection of marker genes was very crucial, as their uniqueness among microbial community would 322 assure high specificity in target/contamination classification.
324
Hence for simulated data, the resultant near-perfect coverage proved that the additional work performed on 325 screening is worthwhile. We have put other simulation settings and results in Supplementary File 1 including
326
analytical results of Dataset B~D (Figure 1(A) ).
328
Analysis based on ab initio and in vivo datasets
329
Before bacterial contamination screening, QC-Blind was able to capture the genetic information of target species in were identified by marker genes with high specificity (Figure 6(B) ). However, the sensitivity of AB_BS 65% at 340 read level dropped to 47.5% while the sensitivity of AB_BS 35% and AB_BS 95% and Real_BS remained high.
342
For data loss ratios, our method's performance on read datasets remained high level (Figure 7(A) ), except that less 343 than 20% contigs remained in AB_BS 65% with less than 30% reads after assembly (Figure 7(B) ). For possible 344 explanation for this abnormal phenomenon, we found that the N50 and average contig length of AB_BS 65% were 345 the lowest among the three (Table 2) , a large number of its contigs were filtered due to the 600bp cutoff of
346
CONCOCT. This stringent cutoff was set to remove low quality reads and keep specificity at high level, which if set 347 lower, might recover the data loss (Supplementary File 3) . No more than 6% of reads were lost in marker gene 348 mapping.
350
For base and gene coverage, the performance of QC-Blind on real datasets was consistent with that on simulated 351 datasets, as the analytical results of AB_BS 35%, AB_BS 95% and Real_BS datasets were all over 98%, except for
352
AB_ BS 65% (Figure 8(A) ). The results reaffirmed the potential of QC-Blind to reconstruct genome from real 353 sequencing data with contaminations (Figure 8(B), (C) ). 
355
374
Compared to FastQC, QC-blind implements species-based contigs binning method (ideally one cluster is from one 375 species), which performs better in the case that the contaminant is a mixture of multiple species. datasets showed certain differences: data loss was more significant in a few real datasets such as BS 65%.
403
Our tests show that QC-Blind is able acquire high-quality sequencing data, as well as reduce the widely presented
404
"batch effects"[39] caused by experimental procedure and human factors (exemplified with human saliva in this 405 study). Most importantly, unlike traditional alignment-based method that highly depend on reference genome,
406
QC-Blind could accurately identify and filter sequencing reads from target species utilizing only a small number of 407 marker genes [40] . Moreover, the selection of marker genes is flexible and context-dependent, thus providing a lot of 408 room for improvement during actual application.
410
As a future work, we are considering putting QC-Blind to the task where both target and contamination species are 411 unidentified (and without biomarker genes other than 16S rRNA or a few genes) before sequencing. This problem is 412 equivalent to the problem of metagenomic read binning, in which the reads of both target species and 413 contaminations should be clustered in separate clusters. A more complex situation is with multiple species as target 414 species, and multiple known/unknown contaminant species (but without multiple samples for comparison).
415
Theoretically, contig binning can be directly applied to this multiple-species problem, and there are two points worth 
556
(extracted DNA solution and bacteria culture) were mixed with human saliva, the DNA proportions of which were 557 set to 35%, 65%, 95% or unknown ratio (x%).the DNA proportions of which were set to 35%, 65%, 95% or 558 unknown (x%). 
561
Based on NGS data, on one hand, 16s rRNA genes were extracted and compared with bacteria 16s rRNA database 562 to count species number; on the other hand, raw reads were assembled into contigs, binned into species-level groups,
563
and then target clusters were identified through mapping marker genes of target species onto them. Among these 
